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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA  

MAYOR'S AGENT FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION  

1100 4TH STREET SW, SUITE E650  

WASHINGTON, D.C.  20024  

  

  

In the Matter of: 

Northern Bus Garage      HPA No. 20-469  

4615 14th Street NW 

Square 2811, Lot 0802 

 

DECISION AND ORDER 

Washington Metropolitan Transit Authority (“WMATA”) here requests a permit for 

demolition of portions of the Northern Bus Garage in order to renovate the facility for safe 

operations and to allow for servicing of larger buses and facilitate adaptation to a future electric 

fleet.  WMATA contends that this renovation is necessary in the public interest because it 

constitutes a project of special merit within the meaning of the Historic Landmark and Historic 

District Protection Act (“Act”), DC Code §§6-1102(11) and 1104(e). For the reasons explained 

below, the permit is CLEARED.  

 

The Northern Bus Garage (also known as the Decatur Street Car Barn and referred to 

hereinafter as “Northern”) was constructed in 1906 to store streetcars, has housed buses since 

1925, and has been used exclusively for buses since 1959. WMATA acquired Northern in 1973 

when it acquired the assets of the prior private bus operator. Between 1989 and 1992, WMATA 

greatly expanded Northern, destroying some historic fabric and encasing other historic elements 

in new construction. Nonetheless, despite these structural changes, it was designated a DC 

landmark in 2012 and listed in the National Register in 2013. Northern was temporarily closed 

in 2019 after WMATA determined that existing building conditions posed safety risks to 

employees.  The proposed project will adapt Northern to contemporary bus maintenance 

standards and prepare it to service electric vehicles. To accomplish these goals, WMATA seeks 

to demolish most remaining exterior walls. At the same time, it will restore the prominent Italian 

Renaissance façade on 14th Street and some additional adjoining walls to the north and south in 

order to avoid the appearance of sterile façade retention.  

 

On September 24, 2020, the HPRB held a hearing on the demolition application and 

determined that the demolition was inconsistent with the purposes of the Act and must proceed 

to the Mayor’s Agent for review. WMATA concurrently sought approval for the new 

construction at the Garage. HPRB subsequently unanimously approved the new design at a 

concept review hearing on December 17, 2020, while requesting WMATA to return for final 

approval if the Mayor’s Agent approves the demolition.  
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WMATA timely sought a hearing before the Mayor’s Agent, and the hearing was held 

virtually via Webex on March 26, 2021. WMATA presented four witnesses at the hearing: 

James Hamre, WMATA’s Director of the Office of Bus Operations, Planning, and Scheduling; 

James Ashe, WMATA’s Senior Program Manager for the Office of Civil and Structural 

Engineering; Ivailo Karadimov, WMATA’s Director of Architecture in the Office of 

Engineering and Architecture; and Philip Sheridan, Senior Vice President of Clark Construction. 

The Mayor’s Agent recognized the Northern Bus Barn Neighbors and the 14th St.  Uptown 

Business Association (together the “Neighbors”) as parties. The Neighbors were represented by 

Taalib-Din Uqdah, who also testified on their behalf against clearing the permit.1 Also speaking 

against the project were Cecilia Waldeck representing the 16th Street Neighbors Association; 

and Joshua Hertzberg, a local resident. Andrew Lewis of the District of Columbia Historic 

Preservation Office also testified. Pursuant to an invitation from the Mayor’s Agent, subsequent 

to the hearing, WMATA submitted proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law; the 

Neighbors did not.  

 

WMATA provides extensive and crucial bus service throughout the Washington 

metropolitan area. Within the District, WMATA operates 67 lines of bus service. Northern is 

one of four bus garage and maintenance facilities within the District and before it closed in 2019 

supported operations of 14 lines of service and housed 151 buses. WMATA’s evidence clearly 

established that the renovation of Northern was important for providing efficient public bus 

service within the District. The facility is currently poorly suited for the contemporary and 

future bus fleet. Tr. 30.  Northern’s central location allows buses to travel shorter distances to be 

serviced and housed, saving time and money, and reducing emissions.  

 

The Mayor’s Agent can clear a permit for the demolition of a landmark building if he or 

she finds that a proposed demolition is “necessary in the public interest.” D.C. Code 

§§ 6-1105(e), -1106(e).  “Necessary in the public interest means consistent with the purposes of 

this act as set forth in section 2(b) or necessary to allow the construction of a project of special 

merit.” D.C. Code § 6-1102(10).  The Act defines a project of special merit as “a plan or 

building having significant benefits to the District of Columbia or to the community by virtue of 

exemplary architecture, specific features of land planning, or social or other benefits having a 

high priority for community services.” D.C. Code § 6-1102(11).  If a project has special merit, 

the Mayor’s Agent must balance that special merit against the harm to historic preservation 

values that would result from the demolition. Citizens Comm. To Save Historic Tavern v. DC 

Dep’t of Housing and Community Development, 432 A2d 710, 715-16 (D.C. 1981).  Finally, the 

Mayor’s Agent must find that demolition is “necessary” to construct the project of special merit.  

Friends of McMillan Park v. D.C. Mayor’s Agent for Historic Preservation, 207 A.3d 1155, 

1177 (D.C. 2019).   

 

 
1 At the beginning of the hearing, the Mayor’s Agent denied the Neighbors’ Motion to Reschedule Hearing, 

finding that notice of the hearing had been properly given under the applicable regulations and that, in any event, no 

prejudice had been shown. Mr. Uqdah stated that if the Motion had been granted he would have presented more 

evidence, but because he himself had notice the implication that he had insufficient time to prepare is unrelated to the 

allegedly inadequate notice.   
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In this case, the proposed renovation of Northern clearly meets the standard for a project of 

special merit. In a prior decision, the Mayor’s Agent allowed the partial demolition of a historic 

firehouse in order to permit the construction of WMATA’s Metrorail Green Line, finding that 

the Metrorail system itself was a project of special merit.  In re Engine Co. No. 24, HPA No. 93-

330, ¶ 65 (Mar. 31, 1994). The provision of safe, efficient, and environmentally responsible 

public bus transit is a community benefit and a feature of land use planning of high importance. 

Cf. In re Foundry Branch Trestle, HPA No. 18-297, at 5 (2020)(“WMATA performs an essential 

function for the region”). WMATA’s detailed account of the need for the proposed renovation of 

Northern to provide for the current and future bus fleet was essentially uncontested. Moreover, 

although Comprehensive Plan consistency alone does not demonstrate a project’s special merit, 

Comprehensive Plan policies emphasizing, inter alia, the creation of “a safe, sustainable, 

efficient multi-modal transportation system that meets the access and mobility needs of District 

residents, the regional workforce, and visitors” and the continued use of existing transportation 

support facilities buttress the conclusion that the proposed renovation is a project of special 

merit. 10-A DCMR §§ 401, 403.12.2   

 

The core complaint of the Neighbors and of the others who spoke in opposition 

concerned the health effects of the continued concentration of diesel bus emissions incident on 

proximity to a bus garage. They argued that WMATA should relocate Northern’s functions 

elsewhere or postpone the renovation of Northern until WMATA could field a largely electric, 

zero-emissions bus fleet. These are legitimate concerns but do not defeat the finding that 

renovating Northern is a project of special merit. The health concerns raised by neighbors go 

beyond the narrow scope of the special merit analysis: 

 

[T]he Mayor’s Agent’s task is not to balance all of the benefits of the project against all 

of the adverse impacts of the project. [] Rather, the Mayor’s Agent’s task is to balance 

the special merit of the project—the specific aspects of the project that provide 

‘sufficiently special’ benefits—against one particular adverse impact—the net historic-

preservation loss that the project would entail. 

 

Friends of McMillan Park v. District of Columbia Zoning Comm’n, et al., 149 A.3d 1027, 1040 

(DC 2016).  

 

Moreover, denying the permit would only prolong the period during which WMATA 

will run buses longer distances to reach their bus garages, increasing overall emissions. Tr. 49. 

WMATA presented testimony based on a 2015 study that Northern’s location helps to reduce 

the distance buses travel without passengers, an important efficiency for the system, and that 

alternatives would raise operating costs by 30 to 50 percent.3 T. 77-78.  And Northern will be 

renovated to permit the servicing of electric buses, an essential step in moving toward a zero-

 
2 This order references the Comprehensive Plan of the District of Columbia as amended through 2020, which 

was effective as of the date of the hearing in this matter. 
3 On behalf of the Neighbors, Mr. Uqdah testified that if Northern were to remain closed, the number of 

miles buses travel without passengers could be reduced by rerouting buses. T. 157-58. However, this testimony was 

neither specific enough nor sufficiently supported to refute WMATA’s study-based conclusions.        
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emissions fleet, positioning Northern to host the new electric buses. Tr. 32. WMATA presented 

evidence that it considered alternative locations for bus maintenance and reasonably chose to 

return to Northern. Tr. 77-78.   

Opponents of the demolition application also suggested that the Northern site might be 

better suited for another use, such as residential or mixed-use development. But these arguments 

extend beyond the narrow question of whether the special merit features of the project outweigh 

the preservation losses associated with the proposed demolition. Friends of McMillan Park, 149 

A.3d at 1040. 

The public benefits from the renovation easily exceed the limited preservation losses. 

Virtually all the original fabric that will be demolished is already encased within more recent 

construction without historic significance or within the interior of the garage, and thus not 

visible from public space. Tr. 98.  The most significant historic elements, the front facing 14th 

Street, as well as portions of the north and south exteriors, will be rehabilitated to be consistent 

with the historic car barn. Tr. 99. The HPRB has approved the rehabilitation plan in concept. It 

is understood that WMATA must return to the HPRB for final approval for the design elements 

of the renovation. There was no evidence presented undermining the view that the net historic 

preservation losses in this case are minor, despite the demolition of historic fabric.   

 

Finally, the demolition is necessary to permit the renovation project to achieve its public 

benefits. WMATA presented uncontradicted evidence that the demolition is necessary to meet 

current standards for the servicing and movement of contemporary buses and for future electric 

buses.  Tr. 80. The HPRB itself has acknowledged that renovations on this scale “are necessary 

for the facility to meet WMATA’s current bus garage standards.” Tr. 99.    

 

Conclusion 

    

Accordingly, WMATA’s permit for demolition will be CLEARED.  

 

Date: September 17, 2021     Confirmed 

 

 
____________      ____________ 

J. Peter Byrne       Andrew Trueblood 

Mayor’s Agent Hearing Officer    Mayor’s Agent 



 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing Order was served this 17th day of September 

2021 via electronic mail to the following: 
 

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority  

c/o James M. Auslander 

Beveridge & Diamond 

JAuslander@bdlaw.com  

 

Norther Busbarn Neighbors and 14th Street Uptown Business Association 

c/o Taalib-Din Uqdah 

admin@cleanbus.org  
 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4C 

4C@anc.dc.gov 

4C01@anc.dc.gov 

4C02@anc.dc.gov 

4C03@anc.dc.gov   

4C04@anc.dc.gov 

4C05@anc.dc.gov 

4C06@anc.dc.gov 

4C07@anc.dc.gov 

4C08@anc.dc.gov 

4C09@anc.dc.gov 

4C10@anc.dc.gov 

 

David J. Maloney 

District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Officer  

david.maloney@dc.gov  
 

Marnique Heath, Chair 

Historic Preservation Review Board 

Marnique.heath@dcbc.dc.gov  
 

Leah Prescott 

Associate Law Librarian for Digital Initiatives and Special Collections 

Georgetown University Law Center Library 

lp627@law.georgetown.edu    
 

   

 

 

______________________________ 

Julianna Jackson 
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